President's Message

Happy 35th Anniversary!!!!

Hard to believe that 35 years ago this March the Peace Corps was created by John F. Kennedy. Since then, thousands have gone abroad. March kicks off a series of celebrations to mark this anniversary, and we will be having several here in Madison.

Last Wednesday was our last official calendar packing party and thus, more or less ends an incredibly successful year in calendar sales. Gordon tells me we are now down to seven or eight boxes (allowing him vehicular access to his garage - just in time for spring) which can be given away to schools, distributed for promotion, or just plain kept around for posterior’s sake. Big thanks to the calendula committee and all of the folks who had a hand in the production, distribution, and administration of the calendar over the past year.

Likewise, thanks to Jim Good and the gang who are making our 97 calendar come to life. The slide selection at the last meeting was great fun, and apart from repeated and unsolicited outbursts on the part of Sheila Przesmicki, (she is now on “double-secret probation”) came off in a truly efficient and diplomatic manner.

March is party month. We’ve got three or four of them scheduled this month - depending on how you choose to count March 9th. Though Gordon had the recent misfortune of a break-in, the thugs - apparently ignorant of its street value - left the furnace behind - sooo crank it up Gordo!!! Time to show off those Gore-tex tan lines. That’s right, it’s time for the Baron Bliss party. Come to the Cardinal Bar and then mosey on over to 1447 Spaight in your beach attire for some warm weather fun.

Also, fire up for PC Director Gearan’s visit on Mar. 29th and the 30th. On the evening of the 29th, we will host a party with the Minneapolis regional office to help send off a new group of volunteers. Director Gearan will be with us for that event as well as for the Parents Brunch the next day. Don’t miss the opportunity to show him what cool folk we really are.

Chris
Dear Rose Ann Scott,

On behalf of the WID/GAD (Women in Development/Gender in Development), I would like to thank you for your donation of $300 to our calendar project.

It (the calendar) is coming along nicely, but as you already know, we have postponed the actual printing until November 1996. We are looking forward to sending you a copy. My favorite picture is of two women from a women’s group in the central provinces, showing off their orchids. They have very proud faces. Actually, they should be in our group! They are successfully selling medicinal plants and cooperatives with crops.

Our next project is a moving seminar for campesinas about nutrition and self-esteem. Last year was popular. This year, we will be incorporating an exchange between women’s groups that are starting out with some that have been around for a while. One of the days will be spent in our site.

The newest member of the group is a member of a local women’s group. It will be sad to leave the group in May, just as it solidifies.

Thank you again for your help.

Sincerely,

Kristin Glick

Editor’s Corner

Income Statement
1/15/96 to 2/15/96

Revenues
Calendar Sales 6029.45
Interest 163.24
Speakers Bureau 99.00
Total Revenue 6296.69

Expenses
World View Ad 172.55
Postage 524.00
Postalcard Pmt 16.93
Supplies 66.36
CPE 350.00
Pres House Rent 65.00
Aten-tsc-k 250.00
St Joe’s Home 400.00
Phone 14.09
Newsletter Prt 83.49
Isthmus Ad 586.56
Straus Prt 4217.81
Total Expenses 6746.97

Net Income -455.28

Cash on Hand
Checking 2,061.57
Market @ 5.04% 38,346.29
Calvert @ 4.87% 22,209.18
Total 62,619.04

Other RPCV organizations have our permission to use any material of interest in this newsletter.

Newsletter Policy: Since we are always trying to get new members, we will send three copies of our newsletter to anyone we think will be interested. After that, you have to pay to stay on our mailing list. Details can be found on the back page. One Exception: Contacts in other RPCV organizations can continue to receive our newsletter if they will send us theirs.
DATES TO NOTE

Tuesday, March 5, General Meeting, 7:00 p.m. at Union South, 127 N. Randall St. NOTE: Meeting is on a Tuesday, rather than a Wednesday, due to a home basketball game.

Saturday, March 9, Cardinal Bar Benefit and Baron Bliss Party.
Cardinal Bar, 418 E. Wilson, 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Baron Bliss, Gordon's house, 1447 S.paignt St., After the Benefit.

Sunday, March 10, Calendar Steering Committee Meeting at Barbara Chatterjee's house, 5102 Coney Weston Place, 10:00 a.m. All are welcome.

Friday, March 29, Nom Party at the Pres House, 731 State Street, 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Saturday, March 30, Parents Brunch at Jingle's by the Coliseum, 232 E. Olin Ave.
10:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

It's Party Time! Lots of reason to celebrate! EAT! Meet the Peace Corps Director! GAB! Meet the new Peace Corps nominees!
SMOOZE! Congratulate the DAD (Don Sauer) of a new nominee (Jessica).
We are reproducing. SNACK! Celebrate 35 years of Peace Corps.

Friday, March 29th 7-10 pm at 731 State Street

This party is different. It is a hors d'oeuvres pot luck from the 3 areas of service. IT WILL BE ALL FINGER FOOD. NO SILVERWARE.
This going to be a challenge, especially for our group, but let's try to coordinate this. There will be 3 tables for the 3 regions. Jo Brand (255-1339) is heading up the ASIAN table, Rose Ann Scott (241-0845) the AFRICAN table and Isabel Molina (245-0606) the LATIN AMERICAN table.
Make sure that your area of service has balanced delicatables to graze upon, by calling your table head and asking for ideas or giving your suggestions.

This party also has a theme, MASKS. So if you have a mask bring it.
Returned Peace Corps Volunteers
of Wisconsin/Madison

general meeting of Tues 6 Feb 96

SLIDES NIGHT

The next meeting is on TUESDAY, March 5, at Union South. (Not Wednesday.)

A half-jillion attended (24; a jillion is over 30), including 3 newguys
back from Thailand (Marcy, Marley, and Cathy; hearing and spelling may be way
off), and also John Washbush, off to serve as a PC in-country staffer.

We gave no introduction-stories, because we wanted to hustle through our
business and get down to the slides-view-and-vote, for the 97 Calendar.

The Jan. minutes were approved.

The Calendar folk reported. (See the Steering Committee minutes for
detail.)

The Freeze For Food: (Dave): WOW! What a good Freeze. We've received
c.$1850 so far, and will receive perhaps another $150. All to pass on to
Oxfam. (Freeze expenses we pay for out of Calendar profits.) 28 local
businesses gave donations; we'll send each a 96Calendar and a nice letter. The
Run itself was a pleasure to host, with good feelings bolstered by its success
despite bad weather. (But what's bad weather to Wisconsin?: the day was merely
quite cold, also windy, also with a sizable snowfall the night before. But we
course were on post, and not too many runners pooped out (and some of these
paid up anyway), and the money pledged per runner was higher this year than in
the past. So, no complaints at all.) The party afterwards at Conrad's was also
very nice (see last month's NL). We voted AYE to reimburse chili providers for
their expenses, and to send each prize-donator a free 96Calendar, and to pay
for the postage. High Thanks to Dave Atkinson and Deb, Freeze hunchans-for-
life. (And who really need imposing hats to prove our approbation.)

The World-Shaking Birthday Party Celebrating the 30th Anniversary of the
Official Inception of Peace Corps, to have been held on March 1, is now shrunk
to something quite smaller (almost nothing). (And Chris will now have no major
life-destroying heroic activity to put on his akashic resume. So now he can't
die until he's done something as grand as this would have been.) Instead, we
will help with the Nom Party, thrown by PC/recruiting for soon-to-go nominees
for Peace Corps. This will be on [Q: time?] Fri, March 29, at Pres House on
the Memorial Library Mall of the UW. We'll show up (this means you, oh
please), and bring edible goodies, but will just be background
conversational company, not show-stealers. The new PC Director will be there,
to talk to all. COME!

The Family Brunch is set for Sat (NOT Sun), March 30. The PC Director
will talk to us, too. Come to Jingles by the Colosseum. Brunch is 10-12.30.
Cost is $8.75 for Big People. Call Shelly (259-1125) for more info.

Instead of a Big PC Birthday Bash, let's do our normal annual Cardinal
Bar Benefit instead. Earl (244-0289) is honcho. (And, he proposes, let's do
this on the first Sat of March in future years, to help celebrate PC's
Birthday.) We voted AYE to do this. Food Theme is Latin America. Proceeds will
go to United Refugees of Wisconsin. Eating is for 5:30—8:30. So plan to come
at 5:00 or so, with potluck goodies for the hungry attenders. Cost to all will
be $5 (including ourselves, and also to the weird bag-men, who come out in
force for such a feast).
The Winter Retreat was reminded to us by Rose Ann; weekend of Feb 24-25. The Sec. and Gordon were there but hurried home on Sat at midnight, in order to type things like this. It was a very well-attended Retreat (over 35 souls, which really filled the hall). The potluck food was dandy (Jim Good bet not even the Angel Gabriel could not find such a meal within 50 miles of our room). We viewed all the slides submitted for the 97Calendar (many ejaculations of OOH, or AAH, or YUK) and then saw the 13 winners, who all found very fine indeed. The Three-Jewels process of voting worked this year. Let's try it again.

Further, we got our Hexagram for the Year; the benign I Ching, responding to our request for advice on how to behave, particularly with each other, gave us #53 (Gradual Progress) changing into #37 (People in the Home). This I interpret as advising gradual growth (like trees growing on a mountainside), and calm acceptance of natural necessary roles. It's about quiet excellence, and moderation. A very nice hexagram. No heroic challenges, no threats of disaster if step miscarry—just calm and benign progression. Would that our lives were the same. (Next year will probably be quite different, so savor enjoy this one!) (Coin-casters were Mary Grace and Dan, Jim and Laura, Terry, and Buck.

It'll soon be time for the annual Giftaway, when we make a lump of donations from our 96Calendar profits. Walt (873-5257(h; 262-1321(h) is honcho. He's got simple and elegant donation-proposal forms, and will coordinate the scrutiny committee. Judging by last year, and pretty-firm preliminary reports from the bookkeeping mavins, we should have over $10,000 to donate at once in May (or June). We need lots of well-prepared donation proposals, most for c.$7500 or less, sponsored by members of our group. This is your chance to be Santa Claus, one with good judgment and discretion as well as an open heart and a global mind. (Just like the original Nicholas of Myra, which is why he's still revered.) (See elsewhere for deep Donation-Proposal info.)

We unanimously voted AYE to approve Don Sauer's donation-proposal (as detailed in the January NL).

Rose Ann wants us to agree to move our funds out of our present "Green" money-market account, into a regular interest-bearing checking account, which is federally-insured, and which will pay slightly more interest. And the Calvert "Green" account is just invested in bank CDs and Treasury Bills anyway: it's not green at all! (what liars; what expensive liars. And we'd lose everything if Martians invaded. And you know they'd love to buy our calendar, if only we could stay liquid.)

That was it.

We then took a break to reframe our references, so we could properly gaze at all the slides submitted for the 1997 International Calendar.

Jim Good had these, all 430 or so arranged in 3 carousels. Lots were excellent. We all looked at each, and cast a vote on our nifty pre-printed ballots. AYE meant "yes, this is quite good enough to be on the Calendar." It took almost 2 hours. And felt good. Though we didn't go party afterwards, so I guess we felt pooped.

...[Then those who wanted to came to the Second-Jewel viewing at Jim's house, on a Sunday. And did the same process. Then, as the Third Jewel, those who cared hung around, and tallied up the ballots, and looked at the results. The process worked! The top vote-getters are all excellent, and we can happily accept them as the photos for the 97Cal.]

So. That was it.

—Buck
DISTRIBUTION OF CALENDAR PROCEEDS

It's time to start the process for distributing the proceeds of the 1996 Calendar. All requests for donations must come from currently paid up members (so pay your dues if you haven't yet). Giftaway and other small donation requests must be submitted on one of our donation request forms (the latest form is slightly changed from that used last year). Anyone who would like a form or forms should contact me (Walt Zeltner, 393 Lake Kegonsa Road, Oregon, WI 53575; Home: 608/873-5257; Work: 608/262-1321; FAX: 608/262-0454; Email: zeltner@engr.wisc.edu). Forms will also be available at future meetings of the group. All forms should be received by me by the end of the April group meeting. At this meeting we will form a committee to consider the requests and recommend projects to be funded and the amount of funding for each project. This information will be published in the newsletter you receive at the end of April, and the funding requests will be voted on at the May meeting of the group.

One more point. If you are requesting a donation, you can minimize the chances of a problem occurring by enclosing, if appropriate, a donation form for the organization or a cover letter to the organization that you want to receive funding. For overseas donations, you MUST provide us with a reasonable means of getting the money to the recipient. We won't fund a project unless we feel confident that the money will get where it is needed. If you request a donation, you should also consider how we can get information about the manner in which our donation was used.

Some background for new members. The Calendar Operating Committee will decide how much of the proceeds from this year's calendar operations should be set aside to pay for expenses associated with producing the 1997 calendar. The remaining amount will be passed back to the group for distribution to worthy causes. (Hopefully, this amount will be determined at the March meeting of the committee.) This money will get split into three pots. 1) One pot will be used to provide relatively small donations (a typical donation would be about $400) to projects that are recommended by our members and that could make good use of a few hundred dollars. We call this the Giftaway and try to handle these donations in one block at our May or June group meeting. Specific details about submitting a proposal for funding in the Giftaway were given above. 2) The second pot covers requests for donations at other times of the year after the Giftaway has occurred. This pot is also used to pay the set-up costs for the Freeze for Food, which ran about $600 this year. 3) The third pot is set aside for long-term uses. If we invest the money and let it build up, we can use the interest to fund other projects. Or we can use this money to fund projects that require larger amounts of money. (A procedure to follow for requesting funds for larger projects was published a few months ago. Contact me for more info.)

We provided the Community Garden Program in Madison with $3,100 from this pot. Last year we put $9,000 in the Giftaway, $2,000 for donations for the rest of the year, and $4,000 for long-term and/or large project uses. Other breakdowns may be more sensible. In any event, the group has to approve the particular amounts to be spent before we spend them.

By the way, if any other member would like to chair the distribution of proceeds, I'd be happy to pass on this job.

International Calendar Steering Committee (ICSC) MINUTES
5202 Coney Weston Place, Madison WI

Sunday, February 11, 1996

PRESENT: Jim Good, Dean Jefferson, RoseAnn Scott, Julie Olson, Kevin Neis, Buck Trawicky, and B. Chatterjee, and Rebecca Jefferson

Meeting Began: 10:00 am

1. 1996 Calendar sales: The current estimate shows 13,000 to 14,000 were sold. Revenues and expenses are being confirmed, as the sales record and treasury books are being reconciled. This is to be completed by the March meeting so the "giftaway" amount can be settled and a budget prepared for the 1997 edition. Collections on outstanding accounts are continuing.

2. Sales Tax requirement: The calendar project may at some point be required to pay Wisconsin sales tax; Buck will follow-up with Gordon Malaise for details. [Post meeting note: State sales tax applies when we have reached over $15,000 gross sales in one year to Wisconsin customers; further checking will be done to clarify our situation. Also the group's 1995 tax return was filed in January by former Treasurer Peter Joyce--Many thanks, Peter--for handling this and all your work on our books and finances.]

3. Schools distribution: Elinor Gbedey sent a report of her progress with getting 1996 calendars to schools; about 2900 have been distributed. She arranged for placement of over 1700 calendars in Madison city school classrooms. Furthermore she sent two mailings to the other school systems in Dane county, the first time we have had such an wide-reaching approach to them. She has also received requests from schools throughout the country in response to individual contacts made by various members of the group.

4. Jim Good reported on progress with photo selection. The first showing and rating of 420 slides on 2/6/96 was attended by some 20 persons. The second showing on 2/18 will be followed by tallying of all the votes. A postcard reminder is being sent out about 2/14 because announcements of the 2/18 date were not in the last newsletter.

5. Advertising: The January issue of World View just came out with the ad requesting slides for the 1997 calendar. The spring announcement for the same publication is being prepared now.

6. Printers day (1/16/96): We surprised and delighted the 75 member staff at our printer, Strauss Company, with a large fruit basket in appreciation of their work for us.

7. We will be losing calendar staff in the next few months. Ads to recruit for these jobs will be placed in World Roots. So consider volunteering if any of the jobs appeal to you.

8. NEXT Calendar Committee MEETING-- SUNDAY MARCH 10, 1996, 10:00 am to noon at Barbara Chatterjee's, 5102 Coney Weston, Madison (west side). Final reports on accounts and sales of 1996 calendar, Marketing plans for 1997 calendar, and recruitment of new staff for shipping and bulk order marketing.

9. NEXT MONTH: Final reports on accounts and sales of 1996 calendar, Marketing plans for 1997 calendar, and recruitment of new staff for shipping and bulk order marketing.

Adjourned: 12:00 am

Prepared by: Barbara Chatterjee
COME AND CELEBRATE THE
35TH ANNIVERSARY
OF THE
PEACE CORPS!!!
at the CARDINAL BAR

SATURDAY, MARCH 9
418 E. WILSON
5:30 - 7:30 P.M.

A Buffet of Latin American Food
will be provided, as only Returned Peace Corps Volunteers can
prepare!!! (second to those who do it every day, of course)
Some hot, some spicy, some beautiful, all delicious!!!

$5 per person
will get you in and a plate to eat all you want.
Proceeds will be donated to the United Refugee Services of Wisconsin.

Come and eat, stay and dance!!!
DONATION PROPOSAL
SOILS PROJECT in the Lake Baikal Area

APPLICATION DATE: 19 Feb 96
AMOUNT REQUESTED: $500
SPONSOR: Buck Trawicky
PROJECT CONTACT PERSON: Li Cowell
PROJECT ADDRESS: c/o Cowell. 6126 Old Middleton Rd. Madison WI 53705
APPLICANT PHONE NR.: Li Cowell, 612/ 696-7295
or, c/o parents Bob & Gina Cowell, 231-1694.
MONEY TO BE CONVEYED HOW?: normal check, payable to Li Cowell
PROJECT CATEGORIES:
1) GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION: Asia/Pacific.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Li Cowell, daughter of Bob and Gina Cowell of our group, and my excellent goddaughter, is a student at Macalester College in St. Paul MN. She wants to participate in a Russian soil-study project this summer, and I propose that we make a donation of $500 to help her.

Li proposes to go to Russia this summer and participate in an on-going soils study being done by a remarkable group of soils scientists from EcoSol. working out of Irkutsk State University. The scientists are studying the soils around Lake Baikal (heavily trashed under the commies). They want to know the levels of fertility in ancient times (village sites go back thousands of years), and see how conditions have changed recently. And then make recommendations to farmers concerning agricultural practices that will be sustainable, and that will increase, not mine, the soil's fertility. It's archaeology, physical and life sciences, bio-diversity work, and ag. extension all together. And the Siberian scientists seem very very remarkable people. It will be an honor for Li to be able to help them, and a worthy act for us to help her.

Our donation would be used to pay for Li's basic living expenses for the summer. (It would not be used for transportation.)

This type of donation is uncommon for us, but there are precedents. We did the same for Meredith's son Kirby when he went to Ecuador some years ago. We've helped support an Andean dairy farmer up here to learn artificial insemination, and then return. We paid for Sharon's Spanish lessons in Guatemala to prepare her for her long-term Witness For Peace stint in Nicaragua.

Li will come to our March general meeting to describe this project, and to answer your questions.

TIME TO RE-NEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP

Hey! It is that time of year again. Please remember to re-new your membership if it expires January 1996.

Thank you. Susan M. Mendrysa
Still changing lives

The Peace Corps, with American volunteers currently working in 92 countries, has mushroomed vast. Presidential candidate John F. Kennedy challenged students at the University of Michigan in a 2 a.m. commencement address in October 1960 to spend two years working in developing coun-
tries. Within a week, 1,000 Michigan students signed a petition to establish such a program. Within two months of the commencement, Kennedy issued an executive order for the Peace Corps to be created.

Within a week, 1,000 Michigan students signed a petition to estab-
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Newsletter Subscription Information

All RPCVW, Inc. members receive the newsletter on payment of annual dues shown below. To avoid record-keeping hassles, we would prefer that our members pay through December of the year of joining ($1.25 per month for each month through December), then pay for a full year membership at that time. Reduced rates are available for those in extreme financial circumstances.

You can also join the National Peace Corps Association through us by paying a further $20.00. We strongly encourage all members to join the National Association, which provides us a way to affect national issues.

☐ I want to join RPCVW, Inc. and am enclosing $________.
  ☐ Individual - $15.00 for one year (or $1.25 per month to next January)
  ☐ Joint - $20.00 (Two people receiving one newsletter)
  ☐ Overseas Individual - $24.00
  ☐ Overseas Joint - $29.00

☐ I am also enclosing $20.00 for membership in the National Peace Corps Association.
  ($27.50 for joint membership - two people with the same address)

☐ I do not want to join, but would like to receive the newsletter and am enclosing $7.00
  ($15.00 for overseas) to cover the costs.

☐ I’m Moving! Please change my mailing address on your records.

Name: ________________________________ Country of Service: ________________________________
Address: ________________________________ Service Dates: ________________________________
_________________________________________ Home Telephone: ____________________________
_________________________________________ Work Telephone: ______________________________

Please make checks payable to RPCV’s of Wisconsin, Inc. and send to:

RPCV’s of Wisconsin, Inc. - Madison Chapter
P.O. Box 1012
Madison, WI 53701

marked Attention Membership!

QUESTIONS? PROBLEMS?
Call Susan Mendrysa at 608/259-1125 most evenings and weekends.
Or try 608/263-9596 weekdays and ask for Susan.

Returned Peace Corps Volunteers of Wisconsin
Madison Chapter
Gordon Malaise, Editor
P.O. Box 1012
Madison, WI 53701

Rose Ann Scott
2714 Oakridge
Madison, WI 53704
Exp. Date: 1/96